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SINGULAR HOMOLOGY ON AN UNTRIANGULATED
MANIFOLD

MARSTON MORSE & STEWART S. CAIRNS

1. Objectives

This paper is concerned with singular homology over Z on a compact, con-
nected difϊerentiable manifold Mn of class C°°. We suppose that there is given
on Mn a polar nondegenerate1 function / of class C°% and that n > 1.

This paper continues a program with two objectives. The first objective is
to relate the existence and characteristics of critical points of / to invariants
(the Betti numbers and torsion coefficients of the different dimensions) of the
singular homology groups of Mn sufficient to determine these homology group
up to an isomorphism. The second objective is to accomplish this without any
global triangulation of Mn. This is a prelude to a similar study of topological
manifolds which admit no triangulatoin.

The cogency of the second objective became evident in Morse's study of
global variational analysis. The function spaces thereby arising are in general
not even locally compact. To make the global theory depend on triangulations
imposes difficulties which obscure the relations between the critical elements
and the topology. This first historical reason was reinforced by the conviction
that topological manifolds which admit topologically ND functions (see [3]) are
more general than those which admit triangulations (see [1]). This last convic-
tion is being further substantiated by current research of R. C. Kirby and L. C.
Siebenmann. See [2].

The present paper continues the development in [5] of singular homology
over Z on Mn. In [5] the following condition was imposed on /.

Condition Co on /. Under condition Co, f has different values a at different
critical points.

The following theorem was proved in [5]. Its terms are there defined.
Theorem 0.1 of [5]. Under Condition Co on f there exists an inductive

group-theoretic mechanism by virtue of which relative numerical invariants,
associated with the critical points of f on each subset
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xWe abbreviate the word nondegenerate by ND. Polar ND functions are shown to
exist on Mn in [4].
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(1.1) fc = {xε\Mn\\f(x)<c}

of the carrier \Mn\ of Mn, determine, up to an isomorphism, the singular
homology groups over Z of the subspace fc of Mn.

Paper [6] is concerned with the ''orientability" of Mn. A current definition
affirms that Mn is orientable if and only if its n-th Betti number is 1. We term
such orientability "homological," and introduce what we term geometric orien-
tability, defining such orientability without reference to homology or triangula-
tion of Mn. A fundamental theorem of [6] follows.

Corollary 9.1 of [6]. The manifold Mn is geometrically orientable if and
only if its n-th Betti number is 1.

In treating certain aspects of singular homology theory over Z the Condition
Co on / is too restrictive. In this paper we shall replace Condition Co by the
following condition.

Condition Cx on /. Under Condition Cλ, critical points of f with different in-
dices shall have different critical values. Critical points with the same index
may or may not have the same critical values.

If Condition Co is satisfied, Condition Cι is satisfied. We shall review some
of the theorems of [5] established under Condition Co on /, and give these theo-
rems new forms under Condition CΊ on /. In § 6 we shall return to a study of
orientability and prove the following without making use of any triangulation
ofM w .

Theorem 1.0. The torsion subgroup ^n_x(\Mn\) of Hn_λ(\Mn\, Z) is trivial
or of order 2 according as Mn is geometrically orientable or not.

We prepare for the topological analysis of § 2 by Lemma 1.1 below. "Coset-
contracting" isomorphisms are characterized in Theorem 1.2 of [5].

Coset-contracting isomorphisms. Extensive use of such isomorphisms will
be made in § 2. We shall here prove a useful lemma.

Let χ be a Hausdorff space and A a subspace of χ, possibly empty. If A Φ χ
we term (χ, A) an admissible set pair, and A a modulus of χ. Let q > 0 be an
integer. Let (χ, A) and (χ', A') be admissible set pairs with (X, A) "preceding"
iχr, A'), in the sense that χ D / and A Z> A'. A coset-contracting isomorphism

(1.2) Hq(χ,A,Z) gHq(χ',A'9Z)

is defined in Theorem 1.2 of [5]. The arrow —• above » indicates that a rela-
tive homology class U of the group Zq(χ, A,Z)oί singular g-cycles on χ mod A
over Z corresponds under the isomorphism (1.2) to a relative homology class
U' of Zq(χ\ Ar, Z), such that U z> U'. The conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem
1.2 of [5] are necessary and sufficient that (1.2) hold.

To formulate Lemma 1.1 let there be given admissible set pairs

(1.3) (χ,A), (I'M'), (χ",A")

with order of "precedence" the order of writing in (1.3).
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Lemma 1.1. Sufficient conditions that (1.2) hold are that

(1.4) Hq(χ, A,Z)^ Hq(χ", A", Z) ,

(1.5) Hq(x',A',Z)-gHqW,A",Z) .

The reader can show that the coset-contracting isomorphisms (1.4) and (1.5)
imply that conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 1.2 of [5] are satisfied and hence
that (1.2) holds.

2. /-Saddles

Let a be a critical value of / and fa the corresponding closed sublevel set
defined in (1.1). Let p\, p2

a, , pr

a

a be the critical points at the /-level a. By
Condition Cλ on / these points have the same index k. We say that a then has
the index k. If a is the minimum or maximum of / on \Mn\, then ra = 1. We
introduce the subspace

(2.1) fa = fa - Λ Pla (fit. (2.4) Of [5])

of fa. When ra = 1 we may denote pi by pa and /" by fa as in [5]. The
principal use of /~ is as a modulus associated with fa in the set pair (/α, /") when
0 < k < n.

The sets N'a. Suppose that 0 < (index a) < n. With the critical points p\9

- •> Vra we associate open subsets

(2.2) K,...,K*

of fa which contain the respective points pi, , pr

a

a and have disjoint closures.
For each i we set ff^ — N*a — pi.

Definition 2.1. f-saddles. Set (index a) = k and suppose that 0 < k < n.
A C°°-manifold L\ which is the C°°-diίϊeomorph of an open euclidean λ -ball B\
of radius e and which is C°°-embedded in Mn so as to meet pl

a, will be termed
an f-saddle L\ at pι

a if the following is true.
(i) The point p\ is a ND critical point of j\L\ of index k

(ii) Ni D\LH where \U\ = \Li\-pi.
One should compare Definition 36.2 of [7] with this definition.
Subsaddles of Dp. For fixed a and i an "/-saddle <£{ at p1^ such that

|L|p|J2?{.| will be called a subsaddle of L\. If JSP* is a subsaddle of L | then for
each integer q>0 there exists a coset-contracting isomorphism

(Ί *X\ U (\T i \fi Ύ\ —* M (\ W1 I I &ί I Ύ\

The Excision Theorem 1.3 of [3] implies (2.3) on setting

(2.4) χ = \L\\ , A = \L\\ , A* = |L*| - |jSfJ| .
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Lemma 2.1, which follows, is an extension of (2.6) of [5]. In Lemma 2.1
the right member of (2.5) is the "external direct sum" of the groups indexed
by i. The range of i is 1,2, , ra.

Lemma 2.1. // {index d) — k and if 0 <k<n, there exists for each integer
q > 0 an isomorphism

(2.5) Hq(fa, f~, Z) « 0 HJ\Vk\,\U\, Z) .
i = l

The relation (2.5) is a consequence of the coset-contracting isomorphism,

(2.6) Hq(fa, /-, Z) ̂  Hq( u Λ£, U # £ , Z) ,
i = l i = l

and of rα coset-contracting isomorphisms,

(2.7) Jϊβ(Λ£, #*α, Z) ^ Jϊβ( |Li |, | i i | , Z) (/ = 1, , rβ)

now to be established.

o/ (2.6). The Excision Theorem 1.3 of [5] implies (2.6) on setting

(2.8) χ = f a , A = K , A * = f a - U N*a .

Proof of (2.7). We shall make use of Lemma 1.1 to prove (2.7). The anal-
ysis on page 330 of [7] shows2 that for fixed a and i there exists an open neigh-
borhood2 Yι of pi with fa Π Yι C N*a and a subsaddle2 S£\ of L\ so small that
the following is true:

Proposition 2.1. There exists a deformation retracting fa Π Y* <9n/ί? \J?i\

andfi Π Y«, onto\&\\.
For fixed i Proposition 2.1 is similar to Proposition 36.1 of [7] and is proved

similarly. It follows as in the proof of (36.1) of [7] that

(2.9) Hq(ίa Π Ύ\ f- Π Y\ Z) ̂  flβ(| J?i |, iJ^ϋ, Z) .

Since fa Π Y* C iV£ the Excision Theorem 1.3 of [5] implies that

(2.io) Hq(Ni, #*a, z) ^ jϊβ(/β n Y\ f- n YS Z ) .

The isomorphism (2.10) followed by the isomorphism (2.9) implies that

(2.11) Hq{Ni,Ni,Z)^Hq{\&\\,\&i\,Z) .

Relations (2.11) and (2.3) yfe/d (2.7) in accord with Lemma 1.1.
2 In [7], one is concerned with one critical point pa and one neighborhood Y of pa in

/α, and Ljc is a subsaddle which could have been denoted by jδfΛ
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The proof of Lemma 2.1 concluded. The fact that the sets Nx

a, ,Nr

a

a

have disjoint closures implies that the right member of (2.6) is isomorphic to
the direct sum,

(2.12) φ Hq(Ni, ti*a, Z) . (cf. (2.3) in [8].)

With this understood (2.6) and (2.7) imply (2.5). Thus Lemma 2.1 is true.

3. Universal £>caps

Definition 3.0. Let pi, i == 1,2, -ra, be the set of critical points of
index A: at a level a of /, with 0 < k < n. A singular λ -cell σk which is simply-
carried, in the sense of Definition 26.2b of [7], by an /-saddle Lj. of pi with pi
interior to |<7fc| will be denoted by KY and termed a universal k-cap at pi.

The λ -cap *#* is termed "universal" because it is a fc-cap of pa over each
field X, as the Carrier Theorem 36.2 of [7] implies. See Definition 29.1 of [7]
of A -caps over X.

We supplement Definition 3.0 by the convention that when a is the absolute
minimum of / on \Mn\ the 0-cell carired by the critical point pa at the level a is
a universal 0-cap.

Given a universal fc-cap *£»* we shall set

W 1 / \κa I — Kα — l^α I

and verify the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. // (index a) = k and 0<k<n then, for each integer q>0,

there exists an isomorphism

ra
C\ O\ JJ (I I- γ\ (T\ II /Ί*.JM| |A*t<| Ύ\
V 5 * ^ π o \ i α j i α ) Λ > ' "-' \Ό ΓLQ\\lίa M ^ α > **)

Let L\ be an /-saddle at pi such that

(3.3) k* ' | c : | L « | ( i = l, ,rα) .

The Excision Theorem then implies that

C\ Λ\ Ή(\Ti\\fi\ 7\ —^ H (k-Ίc>i\ \κ k^\ 7\

so that (3.2) follows from (2.5).

Corollary 3.1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 the group Hq(fa,f~,

Z) is finitely generated and free. When q Φ k this group is trivial and when

q — k has the set

(3.5) 4 'V ,4' r α

of universal k-caps as a prebase.
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The corollary is a consequence of (3.2) and a lemma concerning the i-th sum-
mand in the right member of (3.2). This lemma is derived from Theorem 2.2
of [5] with *£* replacing κ\ therein. The lemma follows.

Lemma 3.0. // *%* is a universal k-cap of pi with 0 < k < n, then for
each q > 0 the group

is a finitely generated, free, abelian group whose dimension is δ% and for which
A:*'* is a prebase when q = k.

Corollary 3.2. // under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.1,
yk and zk are universal k-caps of pi, then3 for some choice of e as ± 1

(3.7) y* ~ezk (on fa mod f~) .

0-Level (n — l)-caps. When a is a critical value of index n — 1 there are
special (n — l)-caps of each critical point pi whose carriers are simply-carried
(n — l)-cells on the level set fa. To describe these cells we shall recall the form
taken by Theorem 3.1 of [6] when k = n — 1. To that end let Dσ be an open
origin-centered n-ball of radius a in a euclidean space of rectangular coordi-
nates ux, ., un. Let

(3.8) (Ii: Dσ, Xi) <= SM W (/*α(O) - P\)

be a presentation of a neighborhood X\ of pi on Mn. Theorem 3.1 of [6] per-
mits us to affirm the following.

Lemma 3.1. Corresponding to a sufficiently small positive constant σ and
to the z'-th critical point pi of index n — 1 on fa, the Riemaniann metric on Mn

may be supposed such that there exist isometric mappings Va of form (3.8) of
Dσ onto respective neighborhoods Xi of pi on Mn such that

(3.9) f(Ii(u)) - a = -u\ u\_x + u\ (u€Dσ) .

We can and will suppose that σ is so small that the closures of the neighbor-
hoods Xi are disjoint

The cone An-i The cone

(3.10) An., = {uεEn\ul = u\ + + ul_λ)

has subsets A+_λ and A~_λ on which un > 0 and un < 0 respectively. The sub-
sets A^-i and A~_λ intersect only in the origin. Set

(3.11) VMZ-I n Dσ) = τi, ΓMU n DJ = zri.

Definition 3.1. Opposite (n — V)-faces of fa at pi. Given a critical point

3 Unless otherwise specified, chains, cycles and homologies shall be over Z in this paper.
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pi of index n — 1, the topological (n — l)-balls ^Γ\ and Ί\ on fa will be called
opposite (n — l)-jaces of fa at pι

a. These faces are carried by fa and intersect
in Pi.

The "universal λ -caps" previously defined have been simply-carried by "/-
saddles". This made a proof of the "Saddle Theorem" (Corollary 36.1 of [7])
possible. We have need of (n — l)-caρs not simply-carried by /-saddles but
rather by singular level sets fa. Each such A -cap will be associated with a
critical point p\ of index n — 1 on fa and defined as follows.

Definition 3.2. a-Level (n — ΐ)-caps. Given "opposite (n — l)-faces" Ί\
and yl

a of fa at a critical point pi, a singular (n — l)-cell σn~ι which is simply-
carried by Tι

a or 3Γι

a with pι

a on the interior of | o ̂ "11 will be termed an a-level
(n — l)-cap of pi and will be denoted by Kl~1^ or J f £~ M respectively.

The following lemma is essential.
Lemma 3.2. Let pi be the z-th critical point of index n — 1 at the f-level a.

With pi suppose that there is associated a universal (n — l)-cap Λ;2~M together
with a-level (n — l)-caps K£~ M an& ^l~1'1 on opposite faces of fa at pι

a. Then
for suitable choices of e and ε as ± 1

(3.12) KΓ1'* - ^ Γ M , ^ Γ M - 6/cr1'* (on fa, mod fa - pi) .

We shall establish this lemma with the aid of two deformations d and D.
The deformation d. In the π-space En of coordinates u19 , un of the do-

main Dσ of the presentation (3.8), let En_γ be the coordinate (n — l)-plane on
which un = 0 and let π be the orthogonal projection of En onto En_λ. Under π
the point u = (w1? , un) ε En goes into the point π(u) — (ux, , un_λ) € £TO_!.
A deformation

(3.13) (II, ί) -> d(iι, ί) : £ w X [0,1] -> Ew

retracting En onto Ew_! (cf. Def. 23.1 of [7]) is defined by setting

d(u, i) = (w1? , un_19 (1 - t)un) (0 < t < 1)

for each uζEn. The partial mapping w —• J(w, /) is denoted by dt. Let Br be
the origin-centered (n — l)-ball in En_λ of radius r. The images under dγ of
both Λ;_! Π Da and / + _ ! Π Dσ is B̂ , with /? = σ/VT. Under d the sets
A~-ι ΓΊ £>ff and Λl_λ Π I>σ are isotopically deformed onto Bp holding the origin
fast.

The deformation D. The presentations (3.8) characterized in Lemma 3.1
have been denoted by lι

a.

The image of the origin under Γa is pi. The range of Ii is Xl

a. Set X = J Xi>

A deformation

(3.14) ( J C , t) - > D ( x , t ) : X χ [ 0 , l ] - X
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retracting X\ onto Ii(Bσ) for each i is defined by setting

(3.15) D(x, t) = Ii(d(u, t)) (i = 1, . . . , ra)

for 0 < t < 1 and for each pair (x, u) such that u<zDσ and x = /i(w). Note that
the set Ii(Bσ) is the carrier of an /-saddle ΊJn_x at p\.

Γ/ze (n - ΐ)-cell ίι = # Γ M . Under D,\tl\ is deformed on X\ Π /α onto
DjCI^I). The mapping Dx induces a chain transformation A (cf. Def. 26.5 of [7])
which maps each singular cell on Xι

a into a singular cell on D^Xi). In par-
ticular, Difjt1) is a singular (n — l)-cell yf"1, simply-carried on IZ^-il with pi
on the interior of |y%~x\. Hence yf-1 is a universal (rc — l)-cap at p^. It follows
from Corollary 3.2 that for some choice of e as ± 1

(3.16) yr1 - < * r M (on fa mod (fa - pi)) .

ΐ X [0,1]) is a deformation retracting X\ onto I>i(^l) and since | ί*| c Z£,
it follows from Theorem 1.4 of [5] that for i = 1, , rα,

(3.17) ί* - AOT = J Γ 1 (on fa mod (/β - pi)) .

The first homology in (3.12) follows from (3.16) and (3.17). The second
homology in (3.12) follows similarly. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2.

4. Lemmas on singular homology

Let M be the maximum of / on \Mn\ and pM be the unique critical point of
index n at the /-level M. The π-caps associated with pM play a special role in
the study of the orientability of Mn, as the proof of Theorem 9.1 of [6] shows.
We shall construct a universal n-cap κn

M associated with pM.
The level manifold f. To that end let β be an ordinary value of / such that

the open interval (β, M) contains no critical values of /. The set

(4.1) fίβiM1 = {xε\Mn\\β<x<M}

is a topological rc-disc Δn on \Mn\, bounded on |Afn| by the topological (n — 1)-
sphere fβ. It follows that there is a universal π-cap κn

M defined by an equivalence
class of homeomorphic maps onto Δn of vertex-ordered n-simplices. (See p. 371
of [7] or Definition 2.2 of [51.) We set

(4.2) dκ»M = y n

β ~ ι

and note that y^~l is carried by f.
We shall verify the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. The (n - l)-cycle yyι of (4.2) is an (n - 1) st IHPi of fK

4 IHP abbreviates the term "integral homology prebase". An IHP of fβ by definition
is a prebase over Z of a Betti subgroup of Hn-^fβ, Z).
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Proof. Let zn~ι be an arbitrary (n — l)-cycle on fβ. There exists an integral
π-chain zn on \κ^\ = Δn such that zn~ι = dzn. The chain zn is thus an π-cycle
on Δn mod Δ where Δn — Δn — pM. It follows from Lemma 3.0, with k = n,
that for some integer μ

(4.3) zn ~ μκ\ (on Δn mod J J .

The application of d to the members of (4.3) gives the homology

(4.4) zn~ι ~ μdκ\ (on Δn) .

Since there exists an /-deformation retracting Δn onto fβ, (4.2) and (4.4) imply
that

thereby establishing the lemma.
We shall make use of the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Let χ be a Hausdorβ space and r a positive integer such that

Hr(χ, Z) is torsion-free. A nontrivial integral r-cycle zr on χ such that zr — 0
over Q on χ is such that zr ~ 0 on χ over Z.

By hypothesis there exists a rational chain c r + 1 on χ such that zr = dcr+1.
For a suitably chosen positive integer m, mcr+1 will be an integral chain wr+1,
so that mzr = dwr+1 and hence mzr — 0 over Z on χ. It follows that z r - 0 on
χ. Otherwise, zr would be in the torsion subgroup of Hr(χ, Z) , contrary to
hypothesis.

Thus Lemma 4.2 is true.
Lemma 4.3. // c is an ordinary value of f such that the critical points on fc

have indices less than some positive integer μ, then the following is true:
(i) The homology group Hμ(fc, Z) is trivial.

(ii) The homology group Hμ_λ(fc, Z) is torsion free.
We shall prove this lemma by means of theorems in [5]. Since the function

/ was subject to the Condition Co in [5] we shall here suppose that Condition
Co is satisfied. Were Condition Co not satisfied a slight alteration of / near the
critical points of / can be made so that Condition Co is satisfied. This alteration
of / can be made in accord with Lemma 22.4 of [7] in such a manner that the
set fc is unaltered as well as the critical points on fc and their indices.

Notation. In accord with the notation in [5], for each critical value a of /

and integer q > 0 we shall set

(4.5) Hi = Hq(fa9Z),

and when (index a) is positive set

(4.6) m = Hq(fa,Z) .
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Let y\ and ά"a

q denote the torsion subgroups of Ha

q and Άq respectively.
With / altered as above, the critical values of / less than c form a sequence,

(4.7) a, < a, < a2 < . . < am < c .

We shall examine the sequence

(ά. Rri) Ha°- Hai Hai' ΐta<ί Ha2' . * Ham Ham' H (f Z)
yt+.oqj n q , π q , n q , π q , n q , , π. q , iiq , IJ.Q\JC, ^ j

of homology groups.
Proof of (i). To establish (i) we show inductively that the homology groups

of the sequence (4.8μ) are trivial.
This is true of Ha

μ

Q, since μ > 0. Let s have the range 1, 2, , m — 1. If
H**-χ is trivial then ϊϊ** is trivial, since there exists an "/-deformation"5 retract-
ing fas onto fas_x. Similarly, if Ha

μ

m is trivial Hμ(fe, Z) is trivial since there
exists an /-deformation retracting fc onto fΛm. Moreover,

(4.9) Άγ^Hγ (s= 1, . . . , m ) .

Proof of (4.9). The Betti number β(Jag) = βμ(fa) since (index as) < /i (see

(7.11) of [5]), and the torsion group j~a

μ* « ^ s by Theorem 7.3(i) of [5].
Lemma 4.3(i) follows.

Proof of (ii). To establish (ii) we show inductively that the groups in the

sequence yγ_λ\ ^ I 1 ? F
a

μU\ <^>i, ^a^\ ^ _ i ( / c , Z) are trivial.

It is clear that Ta

μtx is trivial. Let s be on the range 1, , m — 1. If ^a

μ*_S
is trivial, then έΓμtι is trivial, since there exists an /-deformation retracting fag

onto fa,-!- If έfμ-i is trivial &~μ_i(fC9 Z) is trivial for similar reasons. For s on
the range 1, ,m, i ^ « ^ i x by virtue of Theorem 7.3(i) of [5], since
(index as) < μ — 1.

Lemma 4.3(ii) follows.
Lemma 4.3 implies following.
Lemma 4.4. Let a be a critical value of f of positive index μ such that crit-

ical points on f~ have indices less than μ, then the following is true:
(i) The homology group Hμ(f~, Z) is trivial.

(ii) The torsion group of Hμ_ι(f~, Z) is trivial.
Let c be an ordinary value of / such that (c, a) is an interval of ordinary

values of /. For this c Lemma 4.3 is true as stated and implies Lemma 4.4.
A corollary on orientability of Mn. In [6] we have proved the following.
Theorem 4.1. The manifold Mn is geometrically orientable or nonorίentable

according as the connectivity Rn(\Mn\, Q) = 1 or 0.
Notation for Corollary 4.1. Recall that a critical point pa of positive index

5 See Cor. 23.1 of [7]. Retracting deformations whose "trajectories" are ortho-/-arcs
will be called f-deformations.
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k, unique at an /-level a, is said to be of linking type over a field J f if for some
k-cap uk associated with pa, duk - 0 on / α over X. (Cf. [7, p. 259].) It was
shown in [7] that if pa is of linking type, then for each / -cap vk associated
with pa, dvk ~ 0 on fa over X.

We state a corollary of Theorem 4.1.

Corollary 4.1. The manifold Mn is geometrically orientable or nonorient-
able according as the critical point pM is or is not of linking type over Q.

Proof. As in Lemma 4.1 let β be an ordinary value of / such that the in-
terval (β, M) contains no critical value of /. The critical values a of / less than
M have indices less than n. It follows from Lemma 4.3(i) that the Betti num-
ber βn(fβ) vanishes. By a classical theorem the connectivity Rn(fβ9 Q) = βn(fβ)
so that Rn(fβ, Q) also vanishes. Moreover, Rn(fM, Q) = 0 since there exists an
/-deformation retracting fM onto fβ. Since fM = \Mn\ it follows from Theorem
29.2 of [7] that Rn(Mn, Q) = 1 or 0 according as the critical point pM is or is
not of linking type.

Corollary 4.1 now follows Theorem 4.1.
In (4.2) we have introduced a universal w-cap κ\ with algebraic boundary

yn

β~
x. The critical point pM is of linking type if and only if y^~l ~ 0 on fM over

Q. For future use we formulate a consequence of this fact and of Corollary 4.1.

Corollary 4.2. The manifold Mn is geometrically orientable or nonorient-
able according as the integral cycle y^"1 is or is not rationally bounding on fM.

5. The homology class of y%~1 on fM

In this section we suppose that Mn in nonorientable.
The (n — l)-cycle y^~l was introduced in (4.2). Its carrier is the topological

(n — l)-sphere f.
Subdivisions of yn

β~
ι. Let yn

β~μ

ι denote the μ-th "barycentric subdivision" of
yn

β-\ (See p. 217 of [7].) The cycle yn

β;μ

ι has a "reduced form,"

(5.0) ytf = e.σΓ1 + + e^Γ 1

where the cells a*~ι of this "reduced form" are simply-carried by f, where
ei — ± 1 and for / Φ j , \σ%~1\ Π \σ"~ι\ includes no open subset of fβ. We seek
an integral linear combination un~ι of elements of a prebase of Hn_x(fβ,Z)
such that un~ι — y^~ι on fβ, or equivalently on fM. Since Mn is assumed non-
orientable, yn

β~
ι is rationally nonbounding on fβ in accord with Corollary 4.2.

How large the "index μ of subdivision" of y^~l, should be, will presently be
indicated.

A condition Ω on /. Because of the hypothesis of § 5 that Mn is non-
orientable, there must be at least one critical value of / of index n — 1. Other-
wise, the group Hn_x{fβ,Z) would be trivial by Lemma 4.3 (i), contrary to
Corollary 4.2. Under the condition Ω on /, all critical points of / of index n — 1
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shall be at one /-level, a level ω greater than each critical value of / with a
smaller index. The reasoning of § 4 of [6] shows that this condition is either
satisfied by / or will be satisfied after a suitable modification of / that leaves the
set fβ invariant.

Notation. Under condition Ωonf let

(5.1) Pl'",Pί (r>0)

be the critical points of / of index n — 1 at the /-level ω and let

(5.2) («i, •• ,Wr) = U r M , , « " 1 r)

be a set of universal (k — l)-caρs associated with the respective critical points
(5.1) and, as in § 2, carried in open subsets

(5.3) Ni, . . . , # :

of fω with disjoint closures.
A retracting deformation δ. The subspace fβ of \Mn\ admits an /-deforma-

tion

(5.4) (x,t)-+δ(x,i):fβ X [0,1]-/,

retracting fβ onto /ω. Under δ each point xefβ — fω descends on an ortho-/-arc
to a limiting end point on fω. The terminal mapping δλ of δ maps fβ biuniquely
onto fω, except that each critical point pi, ί = 1, , r of / on fω has two ante-
cedents, say

(5.5) q[ , q\ ,

on fβ. The 1-bowl Bι ascends from pi to meet fβ in the two points (5.5).
A condition Ωι on μ and on /. We can suppose that the "index μ of sub-

division" of yβ'1 is so large that as / ranges over the set 1, , r, no two of the
2r points (5.5) are carried by the same (n — l)-cell of y^'μ We suppose fur-
ther that / is modified, if necessary, on f{ωβ) so that the points (5.5) are in the
interiors of (n — l)-cells of y^~μ

ι (are represented in (5.0)). This will occur after
a suitable modification of the 1-bowls Bι ascending from the points p\. Let

(5.6) τ Γ M , τ Γ M

by the (n — l)-cells in the reduced form (5.0) of j ^ " 1 whose carriers contain
the points q[ and qτ

2, respectively.

The terminal mapping ^ of δ. According to Definition 26.5 of [3], the

terminal mapping δx of δ induces a chain transformation dt of chains ym on fίUtβl

into chains \ym on f°. According to Theorem 1.4 of [5], and Corollary 27.3

of [7],
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(5.7) JΓ1 ~ W 1 = Γ-1 (°n W

introducing the (π — l)-cycle zn~ι. It is clear that \zn~1\ = fω. For i on the
range 1, . ,r, set

If the "index μ of subdivision" of y^~l is sufficiently large (as we suppose the
case) η?-1 and ζ?"1 are simply-carried by "opposite faces" of fω at pi, and are
"ω-level (n - l)-cαps" of pi. (Cf. Def. 3.2.) If for ί on the range 1, . , r, et

and e[ have suitable values ± 1 one sees that

(5.9) zn'x = eίηr
ι + eZΓ1 + cn~ι ,

where the repeated index / indicates summation of the corresponding terms
over the range 1, , r of /, and cn~ι is an (n — l)-chain on fω whose carrier
meets the interior of none of the carriers \η?~ι\ and |ζ? - 1 | .

In (5.9) the chain cn~ι is on /~, as defined in (2.1). Taking account of this
fact and of Lemma 3.2 we are led to the following lemma.

Lemma 5.1. Under the hypothesis that Mn is nonorientable the critical
points pi, i = 1, , r, of f of index n — 1, given in (5.1), can be reordered,
together with their respective universal caps (5.2), so that the following is true.

For a suitable positive integer v < r and proper choices of integers pt as + 1 ,

(5.10) yn

β~
ι ~ 2 f t * r l f l + + 2 f t*:- 1 " (on fβ mod/;) .

The homology (5.10) is an immediate consequence of (5.9), (5.7) and
Lemma 3.2 on "ω-level (n — l)-caps" (such as η?~ι and ζ?"1) provided that
one excludes the possibility that all the coefficients 2pt in (5.10) are 0. That is,
one must exclude the homology

(5.11) y j T ' - O (on/, mod/;)

or eqnivalently the homology

(5.12) yy- 1-*-" 1 (on/,),

where cn_~λ is an (n — l)-cycle on /;. However, Lemma 4.4 (i) implies that an
{n — l)-cycle cn_rι which is on /; is bounding on /;. If then (5.12) held,
y7^"1 ~ 0 on fβ, contrary to Corollary 4.2.

We infer the truth of Lemma 5.1.
In the proof of Theorem 5.1 which follows we shall make use of a lemma in

abelian group theory formulated as Lemma 3.1 in [8].
Introduction to Lemma 5.2. Let A be an arbitrary finitely generated

abelian group. If &~ is the torsion subgroup of A it is well-known that there
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exists a free subgroup 38 of A (termed complementary to y) such that

(5.13) A=@®3Γ.

We term J* a Betti subgroup of A. The group 08 has a finite base u19 , u
possibly empty. Any unimodular transform of a base of 38 is again a base of
08. In formulating Lemma 5.2 we shall write x = y mod J' whenever x and y
are elements in A such that JC — y is in «̂ \

Lemma 5.2. Corresponding to a prescribed element w zA of infinite order
there exists a unique positive integer s such that

(5.14) w = su moά^Γ

for some element u in a base of a Betti subgroup of A.
A proof of this lemma in the form of Lemma 3.1 of [8] is given in [8].
We conclude this section with the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. When Mn is nonorientable the cycle y^~ι introduced in (4.2)

satisfies a homology

(5.15) yΓ1~2λ»-1 (onfM)

where λn~ι is an element in a prebase of a Betti subgroup of Hn_1(fM, Z).
Proof. Turning to (5.10) we set

(5.16) ft*;-1'1 + + pvC~hv = cn

ω~ι

obtaining thereby a chain cn

ω~x on fω. According to (5.10) and (5.16)

(5.17) y n

β ~ ι = 2cn

ω~ι + dcn

β + cn_~ι

where cn

β is a chain on fβ and cn_~ι a chain on /". From (5.17) we infer that

(5.18) 23c;-1 = -del-1

so that dcl~ι is rationally bounding on /-. It follows from Lemma 4.4 (ii)6 that
Hn_2(f~,Z) is torsion-free and then from Lemma 4.2 that 3c;-1 is integrally
bounding on /~. That is, del'1 = dwn_~ι, where wn_~ι is a chain on /". We now
set

(5.19) λn~ι = c;-1 - w r 1

so that λn~ι is an (n — l)-cycle on fω, and verify statements (i), (ii), (iii) below,
(i) The cycle λn~ι satisfies the homology (5.15).
Proof of (i). It follows from (5.17) and (5.19) that the chain

6 With a = ω and μ = n— 1 in Lemma 4.4.
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(5.20) yn

β~
ι - 2λn-1 - dcn

β = z r 1 (introducing z r 1 )

is an (n — l)-cycle on /-, and from Lemma 4.4 (i)6 that zn_~ι ~ 0 on /-, so
that yn

β~
ι ~ 2λn~ι on fM. Thus statement (i) is true.

We note that λn~\ as denned by (5.9), satisfies the homology

(5.21) λ*'1 ~ ft*rι ι + + pvC~hv (on /. mod f~ω) .

(ii) The cycle λn~ι is an element in a prebase of a Betti subgroup of

The cycle λn~ι ηC 0 on fM, since yn

β~
ι ^ 0 on fM by Corollary 4.2 and

(5.15) holds. Hence r " 1 / 0 on /ω. To establish (ii) it is sufficient to establish
the following.

(iii) The cycle λn~ι is an element in a prebase of a Betti subgroup of

To establish (iii) we shall apply Lemma 5.2 to the abelian group A =
#n-i(/ > Z)> taking w of Lemma 5.2 as the homology class on fω of λn~\ The
group Hn_x(fM,Z) is torsion free by Lemma 4.4 (ii). Hence the isomorph
Hn_ι(fω,Z) of Hn_ι(fM, Z) is torsion-free. In applying Lemma 5.2 to A =
Hn-i(fω> Z) w e c a n accordingly suppose that ZΓ = 0. According to Lemma 5.2
there then exists a positive integer s such that

(5.22) λn~ι - svn~Λ (on /.)

for some element v71'1 in a prebase of Hn_λ(ίω,Z). Hence to prove (iii) it is
sufficient to show that s = 1 in (5.22).

Proof that s = 1. We shall apply Corollary 3.1 with a — ω and ra = r
therein. Corollary 3.1 implies that for suitable integers n19 , nr

(5.23) v"-1 - Σ ^ Γ M (on fω mod/;) .
ί = l

From (5.23), (5.22) and (5.21) we infer that

(5.24) Σ ft*ΓM ~ * Σ *i*TM (on /., mod /;) .

Since C~^\ , /C"1'7" is a prebase of H^tf., /", Z) by Corollary 3.1, (5.24)
is possible only if for i = 1, , r the coefficients of / C " M are the same in the
two members of the homology (5.24). In particular, s must be 1.

Thus (iii) is true and hence (ii). Theorem 5.1 follows from (i) and (ii).

6. Proof of Theorem 1.0

Our proof of Theorem 1.0 without use of a triangulation of |Λfn| depends on
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the concept of the "free index" s of an element w in an arbitrary finitely gen-
erated abelian group A. The group A is a direct sum

(6.1) A=@®£Γ

of its torsion group $* and a free subgroup £% "complementary" to &~ in A.
The following definition is given in § 3 of [8].

Definition 6.1. The free index s of w <= A. If w e 9* the free index of w>
shall be 0. If w $ ̂  the free index of M> shall be the integer 5 affirmed to exist
in Lemma 5.2.

We shall apply this definition. To that end let pa be a critical point of /
unique among critical points of / at the /-level a. Suppose that the index k of
pa is positive. Let κ\ be a universal &-cap at pa, and let wk

a~
ι be the homology

class of dκ\ on fa. We note that wk

a~
ι e Hk_λ(fa, Z) . If κ\ is replaced by any

other universal &-cap of pa, the homology class of dκ\ on / α remains unchanged
or is multiplied by — 1 . (See Theorem 2.3 of [5].) Set

(6.2) A=Hk_x{fa,Z) .

Definition 6.2. 77ze /ree mde t sa of pa. Under the conditions of the pre-
ceding paragraph the free index sa of the critical point pa is taken as the free
index of ±M>£~1.

The value of sa is independent of the choice of κ\ as a universal &-caρ of pa

since the free index of wk

a~
ι equals the free index of -w*" 1. (See definition of

sa in §4 of [5].)
The critical point pa of Definition 6.2 is of "linking" or "nonlinking" type

over the field Q of rational numbers in the sense of Definition 29.1 [7]. We
shall verify the following lemma.

Lemma 6.1. The critical point pa of Definition 6.2 is of linking or non-
linking type over Q according as the free index sa of pa is zero or positive.

In terms of the connectivities Rq(fa) and Rq(fa) over Q, set

(6.3) ΔRq = Rq(fa) - Rq(fa) (q = 0,1, .) .

According to Theorem 29.2 of [7], when pa has the index k, ΔRk = 1 or
ΔRk_λ = — 1 according as pa is of linking or nonlinking type over Q. In terms
of Betti numbers βq(fa) and βq(fa) set

Δβq = βq(fa) ~ βq(fa) (0 = 0 , 1 , . . . ) .

It is well-known that Betti numbers and connectivities over Q, indexed by the
same dimension, are equal when finite. Thus Δβq = ΔRq. According to Theo-
rem 7.2 of [5], Δβk = 1 or Δβk_x = — 1 according as the free index sa of pa

is zero positive.
Lemma 6.1 follows.
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Proof of Theorem 1.0. The proof of this theorem will be based on Propo-
sition 7.1 of [5]. We state Proposition 7.1 as follows.

Theorem 6.1. Let pa be a critical point of positive index k, with pa unique
among critical points at the f-level a. When it^-i ^ torsion-free, Hl_λ is torsion-
free unless sa > 1. // sa > 1, H£_i has a unique torsion coefficient sa.

Theorem 1.0 breaks down into two theorems, Theorem 1.0a and Theorem
1.0b. Recall that fM = \Mn\.

Theorem 1.0a. The torsion group ^n_λ{f^) is trivial if Mn is geometrically
orientable.

Theorem 1.0b. The torsion group ^n_λ{fM) has the order 2 // Mn is geo-
metrically nonorientable.

Proof of Theorem 1.0a. We shall apply Lemma 4.4 with a = M therein.
The critical points of / other than pM have indices at most n — 1. It follows
from Lemma 4.4 that #TO_i(Λf, Z) is torsion-free. By hypotheses of Theorem
1.0a, Mn is geometrically orientable so that pM is of linking type over Q by
Corollary 4.1. Hence the free index sM = 0 by Lemma 6.1. It follows from
Theorem 6.1 with a = M that Hn_1(fM, Z) is torsion-free.

Thus Theorem 1.0a is true.
Proof of Theorem 1.0b. We have just seen that έFn-ι(fM) is trivial. Ac-

cording to Theorem 6.1, to prove Theorem 1.0b it then suffices to verify that
the free index sM of the critical point pM is 2. That this is the case is an im-
mediate consequence of Theorem 5.1 and the definition of sM. One has merely
to recall that the (n — l)-cycle yn

β~
ι is defined by (4.2) to infer from Theorem

5.1 t h a t s ^ = 2.
That Theorem 1.0b is true follows now from Theorem 6.1 with k = n.
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